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WATERCOLOUR 

1. Opening Comments 

The main way of creating a watercolour effect in Photoshop (PS) is build the image up slowly 
– in the same way a natural media artist would do. So, get your edges/sketch done; apply a 
wash; then begin to attend to the middle-distance areas; and lastly the near distance area 
and objects.  And if you look at natural media watercolour it tends to be that a) there gaps 
where no paint is applied; and b) little or no paint is applied at the edges. 

2. Step 1 

To start here I’ve got a texture in play at the bottom of the Layer Palette and then, to push 
the texture right back, I’ve added-in* two white Layers, both of which are blended using Soft 
Light in at 100% Opacity.  I’m also using the edges layer I made last week.  At the end of Step 
1 the image and Layer Palette look like this: 

 

*Make sure the Foreground Color is set to white; then do: Layer->New Layer and press the 
OK button.  Now to fill that new empty layer; do: Edit->Fill and making sure the text to the  
right of the word “Contents” reads “Foreground Color”, click the “OK” button.  Set the Blend 
Mode to Soft Light and leave the Opacity at 100%. To add the second version of the white 
layer; do: Layer->Duplicate Layer and click the “OK” button. 
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3. Step 2 

Go to your Static Scene and make four copies of it; do: Layer->Duplicate Layer and click the 
“OK” button; repeat this process another three times. Now turn off all the Static Scenes and 
go to the layer called “Static Scene copy”.  Your Layer Palette should look like this: 
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4. Step 3 

In this Step you’ll be a) making; then painting-in a background wash.  With the Static Scene 
copy layer selected; do: Filter->Blur->Smart Blur and in the dialogue box  set the Radius to 
100; the Threshold 100; Quality to High and leave the Mode set to Normal, like this below 
and click “OK”. 

 

 

Now; do: Filter->Blur->Gaussian Blur and in the dialogue box set the Radius to 70 Pixels, like 
this below and click the “OK” button: 

 

What you’re doing is simplifying the image by removing small scale details and blurring is 
about the only PS lets you do this. 
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Turning to the Layer Palette leave the Blend Mode set to Normal, but drop the Opacity down 
to 25%, like this: 

 

Now, you’re going to make a Layer Mask (for more on this see my PDF called “BLACK INK 
SKETCH – POSTSCRIPT”), so; do: Layer->Layer Mask->Hide All – the Layer Mask is set to black 
thus entirely blocking out the blurred layer.   

The Static Scene copy layer should now look like this: 

 

And this is the Layer Mask and because it is black the blurred layer is blocked out and does 
not blend into the edges and text. And you know the Layer Mask is active because there are 
white lines around the Layer Mask. Before working with a Layer Mask, always, always, make 
sure you have selected it and you can see the white lines.  If a Layer Mask is active there are 
no white lines around the image layer – and there are you’re about to make an edit to the 
surface of the image, as opposed to the Layer Mask! 

Now, make sure you have pure white selected as the Foreground Color: 
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Press “B” on your keyboard, to activate the Brush Tool, then go to the top left-hand corner 
of the Photoshop screen, click the Brush Size icon, which launches the following dialogue 
box: 

 

Select the Soft Round Brush with Size set to 200.  Leave Opacity and Flow set 100%. Now, 
back at the black Layer Mask loosely paint-in white paint leaving parts untouched and try 
not to paint to the edges of the image.  

Your image and Layer Palette should now look a bit like this: 

 

If you get this far – well done! And if not, no worries, go back to the start of this step and 
repeat it until you do!  Understanding and using Layer Masks is a bit like riding a bike, you 
fall off a few times, but then the penny drops and a) you never forget how to ride a bike; and 
b) you appreciate the “wheel” a lot more. 
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5. Step 4 

The next three Steps will see you apply reducing amounts of blurring in each Step and more 
selectively painting-in areas, via an appended Layer Mask to each of the blurred layers. 

BTW – the painting-in bit is best accomplished using a Wacom tablet rather than a mouse.  
The tablets allow you to use your more dexterous forefinger and thumb, whereas a mouse 
relies on you using your less-dexterous wrist and elbow.  Just saying! 

In this Step you’ll be making and then adding-in the middle-ground elements.  Note: in this 
and subsequent Steps and I’ve left out the screenshots as per Step 3.   

So, start with go to the next layer up, equivalent to the one I’ve got called “Static Scene copy 
2” and; do: Filter->Blur->Smart Blur and set the Radius to 100; the Threshold to 100; the 
Quality to High; and leave the Mode at Normal.  

Now do: Filter->Blur->Gaussian Blur and this time set the Radius to 35 Pixels. 

Set the Blend Mode to Soft Light, and drop the Opacity to 80% 

Now do: Layer->Layer Mask->Hide All – the Layer Mask is set to black thus entirely blocking 
out the blurred layer.  Make sure you have pure white selected as the Foreground Color.  

Use a Soft Round Brush with Size set to 100 and artistically paint-in white paint on the Layer 
Mask leaving parts untouched and try not to paint to the edges of the image.  

Your image and Layer Palette should now look a bit like this: 
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6. Step 5 

Begin by going to the next layer up, equivalent to the one I’ve got called “Static Scene copy 3” 
and; do: Filter->Blur->Smart Blur and set the Radius to 25; the Threshold to 35; the Quality to 
High; and leave the Mode at Normal.  

Now do: Filter->Blur->Gaussian Blur and this time set the Radius to 8 Pixels. 

Leave the Blend Mode set to Soft Light, and drop the Opacity to 50% 

Now do: Layer->Layer Mask->Hide All – the Layer Mask is set to black thus entirely blocking out 
the blurred layer.  Make sure you have pure white selected as the Foreground Color.  

Use a Soft Round Brush with Size set to 100 and artistically paint-in white paint on the Layer 
Mask leaving parts untouched and try not to paint to the edges of the image.  

Your image, (which ought to now be slowly building-up), and Layer Palette should/might now 
look a bit like this: 
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7. Step 6 

This is the last Step, but there’s stopping you going on and on and on!  But begin by going to 
the next layer up, equivalent to the one I’ve got called “Static Scene copy 4”  There’s no 
blurring here, what you’re looking for is to build some body into previous successive washes. 

Set the top layer’s Blend Mode to Overlay and the Opacity to 60-70%, (use your taste) like 
this: 

 

Now do: Layer->Layer Mask->Hide All – the Layer Mask is set to black thus entirely blocking 
out the blurred layer.  Make sure you have pure white selected as the Foreground Color.  

Use a Soft Round Brush with Size set to say 50 pixels and artistically paint-in white paint on 
the Layer Mask leaving parts untouched and try not to paint to the edges of the image.  

Your image, (which ought now to be finished!), and Layer Palette should/might now look a 
bit like this: 

 

 


